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Aaron takes his experience from his roots
which run deep into the Jamaican culture of
home-built competitive sound systems. He’s
been a DJ and a sound engineer, worked in the
underground world of music and with high-end
international bands. He applies his hard-earned
knowledge to his designs.
As well as designing top-class equipment,
Aaron still works as a professional sound
engineer, and you can find him at: front of
house, mixing monitors or as a system tech
running the whole audio system depending
on the current job.

He uses top of the line component
manufacturers, the best materials, and
attention to detail. Three factory locations
assemble his professional audio equipment
to his exacting standards.
Aaron B is more than a brand it’s a way of life
for anyone who respects the quality of sound.
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CORE SERIES 410 & 420

CORE SERIES 410 & 420

Applications

Key features

Excellent features include:

Unique Integrated DSP features:

Concerts/Touring

4 Channel Amplifier

DJ Events

96kHz digital signal processing

 thernet network for remote control
E
and monitoring.

Festivals

Pure Class D amplification

 IR linear phase crossovers – easy to use as
L
conventional filter shapes and less latency
than FIR filters.

Corporate

85V to 240V Auto-sensing PSU

Night clubs/bars

Analogue, AES3 and optional Dante inputs

Houses of Worship

Full front panel user interface

Theatres

Over-designed switch mode power supply

Commercial installations

Manufactured in the UK

The Core Series, intelligent systems
amplifier

Other features

The Core Series 410 and 420, four-channel
amplifiers are optimised for high end pro audio
applications. They offer a unique advanced amplifier
technology, tremendous power, and lucid integrated
DSP audio performance. Uniquely, each channel
configures to deliver its maximum power into 2, 4,
or 8 Ohms (410 model) and between 2 or 4 Ohms
(420 model). Plus, you can select the nominal
loads as 25V, 70V & 100V constant Voltage (CV)
lines, giving designers, and integrators exceptional
flexibility. The Core Series models develop 1,500
to 5,000 Watts per channel and for a bridged pair
expect 5,000 to 10,000 Watts. These power levels
deliver on all channels simultaneously and are not,
‘transient,’ ‘burst’ or ‘peak’ power figures. This
power level applies when the same dense program
material drives all the channels.
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Output power

True RMS

Audio inputs

4x Analogue, 2x AES3 and 4x
Dante™ (factory fitted option)

Compact
enclosures

Shallow 2u rack mount
light weight

Control,
monitoring and
system status
alarms

Ethernet network
Volt-free relay and contact
closure port

Power-save
modes

Standby after user defined time
with fast wake up on audio
Deep ECO sleep after user
defined time with wake up on
command

System standby
and wakeup

Front panel switch, network
command and audio detection

 ptimised front panel for full local
O
control of vital features.
Flexible management of presets.
 ntire system overlapping of Mutes,
E
Gains, Delays, and EQ.

No need to ratio power between channels with the
Core Series amplifiers - you can use all the power in
any format. The state-of-the-art components and a
finely optimised design give you an amplifier between
7% and 10% more efficient than its competition.
The efficiency gain gives you half the excess heat
levels resulting in energy saving and abundant
power reserves for pristine sound quality in
extreme conditions.
The advanced 96Khz DSP’s, provides four analogue
inputs – two can be AES. Aaron B DSP algorithms are
unique and not available on competing models. The
LIR linear phase crossover filters have less latency
than the FIR filters. A powerful VX Limiter suite
gives Peak, RSM, and Excursion limiting, as well as
multiband limiting for passive 2-way enclosures.

 owerful VX limiter suite with Peak, RMS,
P
and Excursion limiting. Multiband limiting
for passive 2-way enclosures.

You remotely control and monitor the amplifiers
through an Ethernet network via our PC software –
System Engineer. You control all the features across
an entire system - flexible management of presets,
crossovers, gains, delays, and limiters, or you can
manage them from the front panel. PC control gives
you the specialist feature of extensive fault and
status logging, along with driver integrity monitoring.
Although Aaron B presets are locked, and you
cannot edit them, you can create custom presets
for any other speaker product. This flexibility makes
the core series a versatile addition to your sound
system. The Core series gives you plenty of power
and high-tech features as part of the unique Aaron B
amplifier design.
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CORE SERIES 410 & 420

CORE SERIES 806

Specifications
Power specification per
channel

Core 410

Core 420

Crest Factor of 4 (12dB),
2-Ohm nominal load

2,500W

5,000W

Crest Factor of 2.8 (9dB),
4-Ohm nominal load

2,500W

3,000W

Crest Factor of 2 (6dB),
8- Ohm nominal load

1,500W

1,500W

Bridged, per channel pair,
4 Ohm load

5,000W

10,000W

25V line (CV) operation,
Crest Factor 4 (12dB)

885W

1,250W

70V line (CV) operation,
Crest Factor 4 (12dB)

2,500W

3,500W

100V line (CV) operation,
Crest Factor 4 (12dB)

2,500W

5,000W

Applications

Key features

Concerts/Touring

8 Channel Amplifier

Corporate

96kHz digital signal processing

Night clubs/bars

Pure Class D amplification

Houses of Worship

85V to 240V Auto-sensing PSU

Theatres

Analogue, AES3 and optional Dante inputs

Commercial installations

Full front panel user interface
Over-designed switch mode power supply
Manufactured in the UK

The Core 806, an intelligent systems
amplifier
The Core Series 806, eight-channel amplifier is
optimised for high end pro audio applications. It
offers a unique advanced amplifier technology,
tremendous power, and lucid integrated DSP
audio performance. Uniquely, each channel can
be configured to deliver its maximum power into
2, 4, or 8 Ohms. Plus you can select the nominal
loads as 25V, 70V & 100V constant Voltage (CV)
lines, giving designers, and integrators exceptional
flexibility. The Core Series models develop 425
to 750 Watts per channel and for a bridged pair
expect up to 1500 Watts. These power levels
deliver on all channels simultaneously and are not,
‘transient,’ ‘burst’ or ‘peak’ power figures. This
power level applies when the same dense program
material drives all the channels.
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Other features
Output power

True RMS

Audio inputs

4x Analogue, 2x AES3 and 4x
Dante™ (factory fitted option)

Compact
Enclosure

Shallow 2u rack mount
light weight

Control,
monitoring and
system status
alarms

Ethernet network
Volt-free relay and contact
closure port

Power-save
modes

Standby after user defined time
with fast wake up on audio
Deep ECO sleep after user
defined time with wake up on
command

System standby
and wakeup

Front panel switch, network
command and audio detection
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CORE SERIES 806

CORE SERIES 806
System Engineer Application
System Engineer is an advanced amplifier control
and monitoring software. It works with all of our
Core & X-Core amplifier & processors.

Excellent features include:

Unique Integrated DSP features:

 thernet network for remote control
E
and monitoring.

 IR linear phase crossovers – easy to use as
L
conventional filter shapes and less latency
than FIR filters.

 ptimised front panel for full local
O
control of vital features.
Flexible management of presets.
 ntire system overlapping of Mutes,
E
Gains, Delays, and EQ.

No need to ratio power between channels with the
Core Series amplifiers - you can use all the power in
any format. The state-of-the-art components and a
finely optimised design give you an amplifier between
7% and 10% more efficient than its competition.
The efficiency gain gives you half the excess heat
levels resulting in energy saving and abundant
power reserves for pristine sound quality in
extreme conditions.
The advanced 96Khz DSP’s, provides four analogue
inputs – two can be AES. Aaron B DSP algorithms are
unique and not available on competing models. The
LIR linear phase crossover filters have less latency
than the FIR filters. A powerful VX Limiter suite
gives Peak, RSM, and Excursion limiting, as well as
multiband limiting for passive 2-way enclosures.
You remotely control and monitor the amplifiers
through an Ethernet network via our PC software –
System Engineer. You control all the features across
an entire system - flexible management of presets,
crossovers, gains, delays, and limiters, or you can
manage them from the front panel. PC control gives
you the specialist feature of extensive fault and status
logging, along with driver integrity monitoring.
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 owerful VX limiter suite with Peak, RMS,
P
and Excursion limiting. Multiband limiting
for passive 2-way enclosures.

Although Aaron B presets are locked, and you
cannot edit them, you can create custom presets
for any other speaker product. This flexibility makes
the core series a versatile addition to your sound
system. The Core series gives you plenty of power
and high-tech features as part of the unique Aaron B
amplifier design.

System Engineer and connected device(s) are
intimately intertwined, faithfully duplicating any
control adjustments in System Engineer or on the
front panel of the device. Adjust gain control on the
device and watch the gain value in System Engineer
smoothly slide in sympathy. They cannot get out
of ‘sync.’
There’s some real plusses with this package – you
don’t need to go through the process of setting up an
ID name directly on each amplifier, you get powerful
grouping with overlays for EQ, Gain and Delay. When
you’ve got your EQ curve sorted you can copy and
paste between channels and devices. You can mute
the whole system and you can monitor temperature,
protective features and log the status.
You can update the firmware on devices via System
Engineer network. All the control, adjustments and
monitoring you need in one place.

Specifications
Power specification per
channel

Core 806

Crest Factor of 4 (12dB),
2-Ohm nominal load

750W

Crest Factor of 2.8 (9dB),
4-Ohm nominal load

750W

Crest Factor of 2 (6dB),
8- Ohm nominal load

750W

Bridged, per channel pair,
4 Ohm load

1,500W

25V line (CV) operation,
Crest Factor 4 (12dB)

485W

70V line (CV) operation,
Crest Factor 4 (12dB)

750W

100V line (CV) operation,
Crest Factor 4 (12dB)

750W
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CORE SERIES ISC48

CORE SERIES ISC48

Photo to come

Applications

Key features

Excellent features include:

Unique Integrated DSP features:

Speaker management

96kHz digital signal processing

PA Control system

4 input & 8 output channels

Ethernet network for remote control and
monitoring.

Concert/Touring

Analogue, AES3 & optional Dante feeds

LIR linear phase crossovers – easy to use as
conventional filter shapes and less latency
than FIR filters.

Portable Sound systems

Full front panel user interface

Installations

Manufactured in the UK

Flexible management of presets
Entire system overlapping of Mutes, Gains,
Delays, and EQ.

Powerful VX limiter suite with Peak, RMS,
and Excursion limiting. Multiband limiting
for passive 2-way enclosures
Users can create and save custom presets
for other branded audio systems

The Core Series ISC48, an intelligent system controller
The Core Series ISC48 Intelligent System Controller is a high performance and easy to use speaker
management processor. You get processing for 4 inputs and 8 outputs with the latest analogue to digital
conversion and DSP technologies.
Core Series ISC48 delivers flawless audio outclassing the competition. The advanced 96kHz DSP provides
unique and genuinely useful features with unique aspects of the DSP algorithms that are not available on
products from any other manufacturer.
The LIR linear phase crossover filters are as easy to use as more conventional filter shapes and have less
latency than FIR filters.
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The Core Series ISC48 includes the powerful VX
Limiter suite, which supports Peak, RMS, and
Excursion limiting, as well as multiband limiting for
passive 2- way enclosures.
The unit comes with analogue and AES3 inputs and
outputs as standard. You have the option to add a
Dante™ card for Dante inputs and outputs.
The ISC48 brings state-of-the-art facilities and
performance in use as a loudspeaker management
system. It receives, processes, and transmits audio
without it leaving the digital domain, making the ISC48
an ideal central controller for large or small networks,
even when deploying amplifiers with or without builtin DSP.

You can use ethernet networking for remote control
or the front panel for full local control of all features.
System Engineer application provides plenty of
convenient and time saving features: flexible
management of presets, and Overlay grouping of
Mutes, Gains, Delays, and EQ across the entire
system.
Although Aaron B presets are locked (you cannot
edit them), you can create custom presets for any
other speaker product. This flexibility makes the
core series a versatile addition to your sound
system as a flexible controller.
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CORE SERIES ISC48

X-CORE SERIES X5

System Engineer Application
System Engineer is an advanced amplifier control
and monitoring software. It works with all of our
Core & X-Core amplifier & processors.
System Engineer and connected device(s) are
intimately intertwined, faithfully duplicating any
control adjustments in System Engineer or on the
front panel of the device. Adjust gain control on the
device and watch the gain value in System Engineer
smoothly slide in sympathy. They cannot get out
of ‘sync.’
There’s some real plusses with this package – you
don’t need to go through the process of setting up an
ID name directly on each amplifier, you get powerful
grouping with overlays for EQ, Gain and Delay. When
you’ve got your EQ curve sorted you can copy and
paste between channels and devices. You can mute
the whole system and you can monitor temperature,
protective features and log the status.

Applications

Key features

Commercial Installations

96kHz digital signal processing

Live Music

Pure Class D amplification

Corporate

85V to 240V Auto-sensing PSU

Night clubs/bars

Tamper proof front panel

Houses of Worship

Manufactured in the UK

Theatres

You can update the firmware on devices via System
Engineer network. All the control, adjustments and
monitoring you need in one place.

The X-Core X5, a 4 Channel DSP Amplifier

Specifications

The X-Core series X5 offers a unique amplifier range
with advanced technology, plenty of power, and an
advanced fully-integrated 96kHz DSP providing unique
and tremendously useful features. This amplifier
is suitable for installations in venues such as bars,
restaurants, Houses of Worships, leisure centres,
theatres, or even retail premises. The versatile X5 can
deploy as a portable amplifier if you preprogram it or
pack a laptop in with your kit.

Number of
output channels

Four

Audio inputs

4x Analogue

Digital Signal
Processing

High performance 96kHz DSP on
all inputs and outputs

Control,
monitoring and
system status
alarms

USB and Bvnet (optimised RS485)
Contact closure ports for voice
recall and system shut down

Power-save
modes

Standby after user defined
time with fast wake up on audio
detection or from a network
command

The X5 amplifier is compatible with any speaker, not
just the Aaron B range giving you the flexibility to use
manual DSP control with any other brand.
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X-CORE SERIES X5

X-CORE SERIES X5
System Engineer Application
System Engineer is an advanced amplifier control
and monitoring software. It works with all of our
Core & X-Core amplifier & processors.

This four-channel amplifier lets you use all the power
in any format. You don’t need to ration the power
between the channels. Each channel can deliver
average continuous power of 1250 Watts in to 2
ohms, or for a bridged pair of channels, up to 2,500
Watts in to 4 ohms. Not burst or peak power, but
continuous delivery by all channels at the same time.
System Engineer is a PC application that gives
you remote control and plenty of useful features
– flexible management of presets and overlay
groupings of Mutes, Gains, Delays, and EQ across
your entire system.
Also, with the X5, you get the high-end specialist
feature of extensive fault and status logging, plus
driver integrity monitoring as part of the package,
instead of an expensive add-on.
Bynet (RS485 based system) lets you daisy chain
your X5 amplifiers together with inexpensive
Ethernet cables over hundreds of meters without
the need for a network switch. Alternatively, you
can connect via USB. The advanced 96KHz fully
integrated DSP puts all the tools you need to
optimise the sound (music or voice) at your fingertips.

System Engineer and connected device(s) are
intimately intertwined, faithfully duplicating any
control adjustments in System Engineer or on the
front panel of the device. Adjust gain control on the
device and watch the gain value in System Engineer
smoothly slide in sympathy. They cannot get out
of ‘sync.’
Power specification
per channel

X5

Crest Factor of 4 (12dB),
2-Ohm nominal load

1,250W

Crest Factor of 2.8 (9dB),
4-Ohm nominal load

800W

Crest Factor of 2 (6dB),
8-Ohm nominal load

450W

Bridged, per channel pair,
4 Ohm load

2,500W

25V line (CV) operation,
Crest Factor 4 (12dB)

625W

70V line (CV) operation,
Crest Factor 4 (12dB)

1,250W

100V line (CV) operation,
Crest Factor 4 (12dB)

1,250W

There’s some real plusses with this package – you
don’t need to go through the process of setting up an
ID name directly on each amplifier, you get powerful
grouping with overlays for EQ, Gain and Delay. When
you’ve got your EQ curve sorted you can copy and
paste between channels and devices. You can mute
the whole system and you can monitor temperature,
protective features and log the status.
You can update the firmware on devices via System
Engineer network. All the control, adjustments and
monitoring you need in one place.

The X5 amplifier is a powerful sound system
component with superb features for portable and
installed sound. It ensures phase coherence and
reliable, consistent performance when paired
with the Aaron B speaker range.
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E: info@aaronbaudio.co.uk
T: 0161 746 4183
Unit 5 Quest Park, Moss Hall Road, Heywood, Bury, BL9 7JZ
W: www.aaronbaudio.co.uk

AARON B IS A BRAND & TRADEMARK OF K&A AUDIO SYSTEMS UK LTD

